Study on Customer Loyalty Prediction Based on RF Algorithm
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Abstract—In the fierce electronic commerce competition, how to utilize the existing resources to improve customer loyalty has became an important factor for enterprises to guarantee their sustained growth. Through investigation into the customer statics, dynamic and enterprise service attributes, this paper, in order to guarantee higher customer loyalty of enterprises, has used random forest algorithm to improve the accuracy of the prediction to customer loyalty, and take the appropriate measures to avoid loss of customers.

Index Terms—Customer loyalty, random forests (RF), Agriculture-related enterprise

I. INTRODUCTION

With the soaring development of e-business, the market shows openness, transparency and other characteristics in network environment. The distance between users and rivals is sharply narrowed, and users can achieve a comprehensive comparison among various products and services at low cost, therefore, the establishment and maintenance of customer loyalty is getting harder. However, cultivation and maintenance of customer loyalty is the key for an enterprise to gain profits. Domestic and overseas scholars have conducted a great many of studies on the factors influencing customer loyalty so far. According to the research results of Frederick, et al [1], an enterprise won’t achieve dominant advantage unless it focuses on and retains customer loyalty, in despite of what the enterprise adopts, traditional marketing, mixed mode or online operation. Hethil, et al [2] put forward in the online bank customer loyalty study that brand image and service quality are the main factors that influence customer loyalty; Hispen, et al [3] studied the driving model of online customer loyalty, and pointed out in the model that brand image, service quality and perceived value of customers are the key factors influencing customer loyalty; Shun, et al [4][5][6][7] proved by research that brand image, service quality, customer satisfaction and other factors have significant influence on customer loyalty. It’s indicated in the survey of Bain Capital of the USA: the cost of developing a new customer is much higher than maintaining an old customer, therefore, maintaining the long-term customer loyalty can largely lower the management cost of an enterprise and thus strengthen the competitiveness on the market. Consequently, this paper provides a comprehensive analysis on customer loyalty from the aspects of customer satisfaction and perceived quality and as well as the cost of transition of constraint factors, etc, so as to achieve a reasonable model that influences customer loyalty.

II. HELPFUL HINTS

Customer loyalty refers to the extent that a user repetitively purchases the products of an enterprise or brand to which the user prefers. For a website, customer loyalty is the behavior that a user browses it due to the user’s preference to the functions of the website. It can be seen that the products or brands provided by an enterprise decide the customer loyalty so far. According to the research results of Frederick, et al [1], an enterprise won’t achieve dominant advantage unless it focuses on and retains customer loyalty, in despite of what the enterprise adopts, traditional marketing, mixed mode or online operation. Hethil, et al [2] put forward in the online bank customer loyalty study that brand image and customer satisfaction are the main factors that influence customer loyalty; Hispen, et al [3] studied the driving model of online...
network and among others are widely used [8]. Random forest (RF) algorithm is a combined classifier algorithm [9] put forward by Breiman in 2001. It adopts classification and regression tree (CART) as an element classifier and produces different discrepant training sample sets by Bagging method, and randomly selects characteristics for attribute split of internal node when constructing a single tree. The combination of Bagging method and CART algorithm plus the attribute splitting make RF more noise tolerant and has higher classification performance. Breiman proved that there is an upper error limit in RF algorithm, therefore, RF algorithm is employed in this paper to predict customer loyalty composed of high-dimensional data.

The basic unit of RF algorithm is a decision tree, and the structure of the decision tree is decided by a random vector. RF is a classifier composed of multiple decision trees \{h(x, \theta_k)\}, wherein, \{\theta_k\} are mutually independent, and the vectors are in identical distribution. The final tag of the final input vector X depends on the comprehensive decision of all decision trees. When constructing k trees, k random vectors need to be generated, and these random vectors \theta_1, \theta_2, \cdots, \theta_k are independent and in identical distribution. K classifiers (h_1(X), h_2(X), \cdots, h_k (X)) and random vectors X and Y are given to define the edge function:

$$mg(X, Y) = \text{av}_Y I(h_k(X) = Y) - \max_{j \neq Y} \text{av}_Y I(h_k(X) = j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Therein, I(·) is an indicator function. The edge function presents the degree that the vote of the correct classification Y of vector X exceeds the average vote of any other class. It can be seen that the greater the margin the higher the confidence level of classification.

Generalization error of classifier:

$$PE^* = \text{P}_{x,y} (mg(X, Y) < 0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

With the increase of trees, for any random vectors \theta, PE* shows the following trend:

$$P_{x,y} (p_\theta(h(x, \theta) = Y) - \max_{j \neq Y} p_\theta(h(x, \theta) = j < 0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

It indicates RF will not over-fit. It is a key feature of this algorithm, and the generalization error PE* approaches to an upper limit with the increase of trees, therefore, RF has very good expansibility in case of unknown prediction.

The growth process of decision tree is shown below:

Steps of RF algorithm: (1) A training sample sub-set is built up by bootstrap method, and a binary recursive survival tree is established for each sample set by top-down recursion. (RF decision tree constructed by this method is a binary tree in a single structure). The split test on each decision node in the decision tree is generated in one random set, and the split is decided by the quantitative standard splitting threshold \Delta. (3) Make the survival tree grow as much as possible, and each decision tree needn’t pruning. Until the sample quantity of each end point isn’t smaller than \(d_0 > 0\), the corresponding conclusion is achieved at each leaf node (tag). (4) Multiple paths from the root node to each leaf node of the decision tree compose multiple rules of classification.

IV. ESTABLISHMENT OF PREDICTION MODEL

A. Data Attributes

Each entry of the data set includes three procedures, 24 attributes in total, and the details are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Test Variables</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static Attribute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The client’s age</td>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>Indicated with number 1-6 from low to high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td>Yes or no is respectively represented by 1,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duties</td>
<td>From cadre to departmental level respectively represented by 1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic attribute of customers</td>
<td>Frequency of access</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The last access time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average length of stay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of pages accessed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service attribute</td>
<td>Brand image</td>
<td>Service attribute is expressed by 7-level scoring method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The range of services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The reliability of services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The effectiveness of services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The responsiveness of services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The stability of services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The safety of services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The rationality of services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operational services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advisory service capabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Order speed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After service ability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree of value compared to similar goods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delivery cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The three major properties of customer treatment are provided in Table 1: The static property mainly reflects the social relations of customers; the dynamic property mainly reflects the website application property of customers; service property mainly embodies the quality of services provided to customers. The three aspects together constitute the model customer loyalty evaluation model [10][11]. In this model, some non-numeric properties need to be numeralized, so as to ensure each entry can be embodied by a certain numerical value. If it’s found that some property items are missing after some records are obtained, the median is taken as the default of the item. For example, Positions 1-5 respectively indicate “below section-level”, “section-level”, “division-level”, “department-level” and “above department-level”. In case of missing of the entry, please fill in its median 2 (section-level).

B. Normalization

After the numeralization of each attribute shown above, the difference between the values of attributes is relatively remarkable due to the difference of value ranges. To avoid deviation of analysis result caused by big difference in numeric values, each attribute value is normalized in advance. The maximum value in this item is divided by the actual score of each item provided in the table, thereby, the value of each attribute drops within [0,1].

V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT

A. Data Source

Based on the data required in the above established prediction model, relevant questionnaire is designed for agriculture-related enterprises in Sichuan Province, 6 points where agriculture-related enterprises are concentrated are selected, i.e. Chongzhou, Pengzhou, Dujiangyan, Shifang, Mianzhu and Hanyuan, the customer data of 36 agriculture-related enterprises from each point are selected for investment and collection, 63,880 customers in total are selected for survey, the questionnaire contents are generated in accordance with the above prediction model, and a specific survey is conducted to achieve more knowledge about the customers of agriculture-related enterprises. Survey entries with too much missing information are screened out, and 2,576 relatively complete entries are randomly extracted from the remaining ones, these sample data are designed with each entry containing 25 properties and one label indicating positive or negative sample, in this model, positive sample indicates lost customers, and negative sample indicates normal customers. Subsequently, the 2,576 samples are classified into two parts, one of which is taken as the training set of classifier, the training set contains 195 positive samples and 1,093 negative samples; the remaining samples are used as checking set which contains 187 positive samples and 1,011 negative samples, and it’s used to verify the classification effect of the algorithm.

B. Selection of Standard Splitting Threshold and Parameter

In the RF algorithm, the splitting threshold \( \Delta \) of leaf node has influence on both the classification effect and complexity of the algorithm, but it’s also directly related to mixing ratio \( \alpha \) [12]. In this algorithm, after comprehensive consideration of the characteristics of samples and the accuracy of algorithm classification and through multiple experiment comparisons, it’s found: when \( \Delta = 0.31 \) (corresponding to \( \alpha = 0.2 \)), the accuracy of the algorithm is high at this time, and the cost is low compared with the established forest. Therefore, during the algorithm splitting process, the judgment condition selected for leaf node splitting is: \( \Delta = 0.31 \) is taken as the basis for leaf node splitting.

C. Measures for Sample Balance Treatment

The ratio of positive and negative samples for this survey is about 1:8, and it’s unbalanced. As each tree in the RF depends on the random vectors of independent samples with the same distribution, the final classification effect of RF algorithm may be affected if the ratio of positive and negative samples in the sample set is too big. Therefore, weighting method is adopted for pre-treatment of the imbalance of samples to achieve balanced samples [13][14], and the positive samples and negative samples are multiplied by different weighing values respectively. If the ratio of positive and negative samples is m:n, then \( \xi = m/(m+n) \), and the weight of positive samples is selected as: \( (1-\xi) \); and that of negative samples is as: \( \xi \).

D. Experiment Result

Comparative method is adopted in this experiment, the above data are used to compare with the experiment results by different algorithms, and typical classification algorithms are adopted in this paper: support vector machine (SVM)[15-16] and K nearest neighbor (KNN)[17-18] are compared with the improved RF algorithm.

Evaluation index adopts ROC curve which is a comprehensive index reflecting the continuous variables of sensitivity (SE) and specificity (SP). On the ROC curve, the true positive rate (SE) is the ordinate and the false positive rate (1- SP) is abscissa. Theoretically speaking, the curve is a diagonal (opportunity line) drawn from the origin to the top right corner; ROC curve is usually located above the opportunity line, the further from the opportunity line the higher the accuracy of prediction; the area under the curve (AUC) can reflect the accuracy of the diagnostic experiment, and the value of this index drops within 0.5-1, and the value 0.5-0.7 indicates lower accuracy of prediction; 0.7-0.9 indicates intermediate accuracy; and value above 0.9 indicates higher accuracy [19].

Firstly, training and test are conducted with the above data by RF method, and it’s found: the prediction accuracy is relatively high if 76% positive samples are taken when 20% of the total number of students is achieved, and 93% positive samples are taken when 40% users are read. And the improved RF algorithm is
superior to the original algorithm in respect of time complexity and spatial complexity.

The comparison results achieved by the three algorithms are provided in Table 2, the support vector machine (SVM) is the lowest, the accuracy of positive samples taking is 92.64% and the AUC is 0.89. The improved RF algorithm shows the best performance in this test, and the accuracy of positive sample taking is as high as 95.35% and AUC (Area Under Curve) reached 0.96, this shows that the improved RF algorithm greatly improved the classification of positive samples, and indicates classifier constructed thereby has higher performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification algorithm</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>93.81</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>92.64</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRF</td>
<td>95.35</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VI. Conclusion

The study result indicates a customer’s expectation of profits is directly proportional to the time of his/her stay in most occasions of the operation of an enterprise. It’s entirely different between losing an old customer and obtaining a new customer in respect of economic benefits. The profits from repetitive purchasing of loyal customers are the precondition for the survival and development of each enterprise, and a considerable proportion of turnover is usually from a relatively small proportion of loyal customers which seems inconspicuous. Thus it can be seen that loyal customers is critically to an enterprise. If the dissatisfaction of customers to the enterprise can be predicted, the possible loss of customers discovered, and the causes of dissatisfaction of customers found out from the static data of customers, the behavioral data of exchanges between customers and the enterprise and the service data of the enterprise, active measures may be adopted and specific remedies timely prepared to retain customers according to the causes of their dissatisfaction. Whereas, the improved RF algorithm is based on such idea, it can be seen from the operation testing result achieved by improved RF algorithm, the accuracy of sample prediction may reach 95.35%, this indicates that the variation of customers’ psychology and satisfaction to the services of the enterprise can be accurately figured out in accordance with the subtle behavioral features, so that customers with relatively big fluctuation in satisfaction can be screened rapidly and effectively, the cause of fluctuation worked out, and remedies made to these customers accordingly, and the customers that may be lost are retained. By this way, the customer management capacity of the enterprise can be effectively improved, and more accurate decisions on customer management can be provided to the decision makers of the enterprise.
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